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Purpose: We employ visible light optical coherence tomography (OCT) to investigate
the relationship between the myoid, ellipsoid, and band 2 in the living human retina.
Rather than refute existing theories, we aim to reveal new bands and better delineate
the structures at hand.

Methods: An upgraded spectral/Fourier domain visible light OCT prototype, with
1.0-μm axial resolution, imaged 13 eyes of 13 young adult human subjects (23–40 years
old) without a history of ocular pathology. The external limitingmembrane (band 1) and
band 2 edges were segmented. Reflectivity was examined along the inner segment (IS),
defined as extending from band 1 to the band 2 center, and within band 2 itself.

Results: Images highlight a nearly continuously resolved extrafoveal internal limit-
ing membrane, the peripheral single-cell thick ganglion cell layer, and the peripheral
photoreceptor axonal fiber layer, a peripheral division of band 2 into bands 2a and 2b,
and a reflectivity-based division of the IS into “m”and “e”zones.

Discussion: Topography and transverse intensity variations of the outermost band 2b
suggest an association with rods. The “m” and “e” zone border is consistent with the
myoid–ellipsoid boundary, even recapitulating the well-documented distribution of
mitochondria throughout the IS at the foveal center. Theories of outer retinal reflectivity
in OCT must adequately explain these observations.

Translational Relevance: Findings support that band 2 does partially overlap with the
ellipsoid in transversally averaged OCT images due to photoreceptor IS length disper-
sion but argue that the inner ellipsoid must be inner to band 2, as suggested by prior
quantitative measurements.

Introduction

Near-infrared optical coherence tomography (NIR
OCT) is a mainstay of clinical ophthalmic imaging1–5
and vision science.6 NIR OCT provides depth (axial)
sectioning with a resolution of a few microme-
ters, depicting the layers of the retina with excel-
lent detail. For instance, the integrity or intensity
of outer retinal band 2 has proven to be a useful,
objective biomarker for visual outcome in numerous
retinal diseases.7–16 Yet, there is no clear consensus
on whether band 2 represents the photoreceptor inner
segment/outer segment (IS/OS) junction or the IS ellip-

soid mitochondria. Quantitative measurements have
not fully resolved this question. Measurements with
commercial NIR OCT systems by Spaide and Curcio17
have concluded that band 2 corresponds roughly to
the outer third of the IS and may incorporate other
features like the taper.18,19 Yet measurements by Jonnal
et al.20 of band 2 width in single cones with NIR
adaptive optics OCT are far too thin to represent the
ellipsoid. This debate17,20 could be aided by the revela-
tion of novel, alternative reflectivity signatures that
delineate the ellipsoid or more clear depiction of reflec-
tivity within band 2. Yet, aspects of retinal anatomy at
the micrometer scale21,22 remain too fine to be resolved
by even the highest-resolution NIR OCT systems.23–25
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In OCT, axial resolution is proportional to the
square of the central wavelength. Thus, shorter
wavelengths yield finer axial resolution. The intrinsic
advantages of visible light, with a shorter wavelength
than NIR light, for ultra-high-resolution OCT26 have
long been appreciated,27 and visible light OCT retinal
imaging was first demonstrated over a decade ago.28,29
Yet a number of technical challenges, including
longitudinal chromatic aberration,30 depth-dependent
dispersion,31 spectral shape,32 and light exposure,32
if not directly addressed in system design, result
in suboptimal visible light OCT image quality in
the living retina, comparable to or worse than NIR
OCT. Recently, with solutions to these challenges,30–32
quality of visible light OCT images has exceeded that
of NIR OCT in some respects,33,34 and new measure-
ments in the inner35 and outer36 retina are now possi-
ble. Here we present visible light OCT imaging of
the normal human retina from the foveal center to
peripheral eccentricities of >10 mm (>33 degrees).
Topographic imaging with improved quality enables
tracking band changes with eccentricity, revealing five
features. Specifically, in the inner retina, visible light
OCT visualizes a nearly continuous extrafoveal inner
limiting membrane (ILM), the peripheral single-cell-
thick retinal ganglion cell layer (GCL), and the periph-
eral Henle’s fiber layer (HFL) inner to the outer nuclear
layer (ONL). In the outer retina, visible light OCT
reveals a peripheral division in band 2 and a reflectivity-
based division of the IS that parallels the known
myoid–ellipsoid division. The last two findings are
investigated in more detail in a larger cohort of 12
subjects, and implications for the ongoing debate on
band 2 origins17,20 are discussed at length.

Methods

System

Spectral/Fourier domain visible light OCT, with a
1.0-μm axial resolution, was performed. Relative to
previous reports,32 the system (Supplementary Fig.
S1) was updated by improving the efficiency of the
grating light valve spatial light modulator (GLV-SLM)
spectral shaping arm and adapting a light-emitting
diode (LED) fixation array for widefield montaging.
External fixationwith anLEDarray and corrective lens
for the fellow eye (Supplementary Fig. S1) achieved
eccentricities in excess of 30 degrees. Subjects provided
informed consent according to a human subject proto-
col approved by the institutional review board, in
accordance with the principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki. All subjects were aligned using a red-shifted

spectrum with an incident power of 20 microwatts and
imaged using the full spectrum without pharmacologic
mydriasis with an incident power of 125 microwatts.

Scan Protocols

Widefield Protocol for Montaging
First, the right eye of a single 28-year-old male

subject was imaged along the horizontal meridian from
the fovea to the periphery. Widefield montaging was
employed to reveal topography. At each fixation, a
series of 100 frames was acquired with a fast scanning
(x) axis range of 4.5mmwith 1024 axial scans per frame
and a slow scanning (y) axis range of 0.2 mm. The x
axis was along the horizontal meridian. The imaging
speed was 30 kHz.

Radial-Raster Protocol
For more extensive layer analysis, an additional 12

eyes from 12 subjects were imaged (range 23–40 years,
six females and six males, seven left eyes and five right
eyes). This cohort was chosen to ensure a relatively
homogeneous population without confounds of age-
related IS changes.37 To acquire topographical infor-
mation, we acquired six raster scans with 30 frames
each, with a total offset of 150 μm along the slow
axis of the raster, as described previously,35,36 angled
at intervals of 30 degrees in a 5-mm diameter radial
spoke pattern aimed at the foveolar center, as defined
below. Note that decentration of the spoke pattern
center enabled us to access larger eccentricities.35,36 The
imaging speed was 30 kHz.

Image Analysis

Processing
Processing included reference subtraction,38 resam-

pling to linear vacuum wavenumber space,38 approx-
imate depth-independent dispersion compensation,38
Fourier transformation,38 coarse motion correction,
spatially dependent dispersion compensation,39 fine
motion correction, and intensity averaging along the
slow axis, to yield a high-quality image for each
fixation. High-quality images were flattened to remove
tilt (slope) and curvature, then montaged across
fixations.

The dynamic range of our images exceeded 50 dB,
making it difficult to appreciate and evaluate all
relevant features from a single displayed image. There-
fore, images were displayed simultaneously on a
logarithmic scale (log) for optimal visualization across
layers, a contrast-enhanced logarithmic scale with
saturation thresholds chosen explicitly to visualize the
boundary between HFL and the ONL, and a square
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root scale to visualize the inner retina. Visibility of
inner retinal features was taken as the consensus of
two expert readers who viewed images sequentially.
To visualize a subtle reflectivity-based division in the
IS, vessel deshadowing was performed by dividing the
OCT image by the median intensity across depth (z)
within the ONL at each and every transverse (x,y)
position, as shown in Supplementary Figure S2.

Segmentation
For the high-quality images generated by the radial-

raster protocol, we performed a global eccentricity
correction, defining the foveolar center as the position
of minimal distance between the ILM and band 2.40
Band 2 edges were first delineated using a previously
described algorithm,37 where layer edges were defined
by zero crossings of the second derivative of the OCT
image intensity. While the inner edge of band 2 is
unambiguous, the algorithm did not explicitly detect
the outer edge of the constituent band 2a or band 2b,
just an edge that may correspond with either (Supple-
mentary Fig. S3A), depending on the particular subject
phenotype. The external limiting membrane (ELM,
also known as band 1)was detected as a localmaximum
immediately inner to band 2. OCT intensity, defined
as the modulus squared of the Fourier transform
of the spectral interference pattern, was background
corrected to remove the bias caused by additive noise.
Then, either IS or band 2 reflectivity was analyzed, as
described in the next two sections.

IS Reflectivity
To enable consistent comparisons across varying IS

thicknesses, at each transverse position, the IS intensity
was linearly interpolated onto a thickness percentage
abscissa axis, with 0% representing the ELM (band 1)
and 100% representing the center of band 2, which was
taken as the halfway point between the inner and outer
band 2 edge. According to the arguments of Jonnal
et al.,20 the band 2 thickness in transversally averaged
OCT images arises from variability, or dispersion, of IS
length between cells. Thus, we can consider the distance
from our designated IS outer boundary to the ELM as
roughly themedian IS length. The IS thickness percent-
age axis has 1% increments. Percentages less than 0%
and greater than 100% corresponded to the ONL and
the nominal OS, respectively. Images were divided into
transverse regions of 250 μm (0.83 degrees), and IS
intensities were averaged on the IS percentage thickness
axis across each region. To ensure consistent weighting
of regions, each region was normalized to the median
ONL intensity immediately inner to the ELM within

the region (Supplementary Fig. S3B). This normaliza-
tion mitigated the effects of vessel shadows.

Analysis of the IS reflectivity presents unique
challenges arising from low signal-to-noise ratios. We
found that the low reflectivity of the IS necessi-
tated some form of quality control prior to averag-
ing regional profiles. Therefore, we rejected regions
with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1.5 or less,
where SNR was defined as the mean noise-corrected
IS intensity divided by the noise background level. We
also rejected regions where the background-corrected,
ONL-normalized intensity was less than 0, a result
that likely resulted from excessive noise. Overall, these
quality control measures resulted in analyzing 78% of
all regions.

Band 2 Reflectivity
To enable consistent band 2 comparisons, at each

transverse position, axial reflectivity profiles were
aligned according to the inner segmented edge of band
2 at a depth of 0 μm. Images were divided into trans-
verse regions of 250 μm (0.83 degrees), and band 2
intensities were averaged on an absolute depth axis,
across each region. To ensure consistent weighting
across regions, each region was normalized to the band
2 peak. This analysis compounded many photorecep-
tors across regions and subjects, and results should be
interpreted accordingly.20 The fovea was excluded to
confine this analysis to regions with a significant rod
density.41

We used the full width at 15% of the maximum of
band 2 as a measure of the outer reflectivity shoulder
of band 2. In this analysis, we rejected regions where
the intensity stayed above 15% of the maximum for a
depth of 15 μm outer to the band 2 peak. This resulted
in analyzing the band 2 width of 94% of all regions. For
every other analysis, all regions were included.

Cross-Correlation
To investigate band 2, a noise-corrected transverse

cross-correlation matrix of the flattened volumetric
OCT intensity data sets, displayed as an image, was
employed to examine associations between various
axial positions in the outer retina. The cross-correlation
was based on the pairwise correlation of en face
images at all combinations of axial positions or depths.
We assumed that axial positions that were anatom-
ically associated would exhibit a higher correlation
coefficient, as suggested previously.42 The correla-
tion was taken prior to any image averaging and
thus reflected speckle-level correspondence between
layers.
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Results

Images in the montaged series of a single subject
(Figs. 1–4) depicted subtle features of inner retinal
organization across eccentricities. In the fovea and
parafovea (Fig. 1A), the ILM was visible and clearly
resolvable from the nerve fiber layer even in the absence
of a specular reflection (Fig. 1B). The GCL and HFL
were distinguished (Fig. 1B). Band 2 was monolithic
(Fig. 1C). The hyporeflective IS space between bands 1
and 2 showed a subtle reflectivity division (Fig. 1D).We
designated the inner more reflective region as “m” and
the outer less reflective region as “e,”which appeared as
a broad nadir around the IS midpoint. The reasons for
these designations will be clarified in the Discussion.
The “m” region was absent or at least very thin in the
foveola.

In the perifovea and near periphery (Fig. 2A),
the ILM remained visible and clearly resolved (Fig.
2B). The GCL and HFL were distinguished and both
thinned with eccentricity (Fig. 2B). Band 2 was no
longer monolithic (Fig. 2C) as two bands were revealed
within band 2 starting around 2 to 3 mm eccentricity.
The conventional foveal band 2 continued as band 2a,
while a thicker region of mottled reflectivity between
bands 2 and 3 coalesced to form adjacent band 2b

(Fig. 2C). The “m” and “e” zones remained present
(Fig. 2D).

Continuing in the near to midperiphery (Fig. 3A),
the ILM remained well separated and clearly resolved
(Fig. 3B). The GCL and HFL were resolved even as
they continued to thin with eccentricity (Fig. 3B). The
thin peripheral HFL band was less reflective than even
the ONL. Bands 2a and 2b remained well separated
(Fig. 3C), even as band 3 diminished. The “m” and “e”
zones remained present (Fig. 3D).

Continuing in the mid to far periphery (Fig. 4A),
the ILM remained well separated and clearly resolved
(Fig. 4B) and remained so up to the highest imaged
eccentricity of 12.5 mm (data not shown). The periph-
eral GCL and HFL stopped thinning appreciably but
remained resolved (Fig. 4B). The GCL was resolved
up to 12.5 mm, while HFL was resolved up to 11 mm
eccentricity. Bands 2a and 2b remained well separated
(Fig. 4C) and remained so up to 12.5 mm. The “m”
and “e” zones were discerned up to about 10 mm (Fig.
4D) but not beyond, as visualization was limited by low
peripheral SNR.

The subject characteristics and visibility of inner
retinal features for the radial-raster scan protocol are
summarized in the Table. The outer retinal observa-
tions, specifically band 2 splitting and “m” and “e”
zones, were analyzed in more detail, as described next.

Figure 1. (A) Logarithmic image of central macula (range shown as a red arrow under composite) in a 28-year-old man. (B) The extrafoveal
ILM, GCL, andHFL-ONL boundary are visualized. (C) Monolithic band 2 inner to band 3. (D)Myoid (m) and ellipsoid (e) zones. log, logarithmic
scale; log (CE), contrast-enhanced logarithmic scale; sqrt, square root scale. Blue box is deshadowed by normalizing to the median ONL
intensity at each transverse position.
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Figure 2. (A) Logarithmic image of nasal fovea to near periphery (range shown as a red arrow under composite) in a 28-year-old man.
(B) The extrafoveal ILM, a peripherally thinning GCL, and a peripherally thinning HFL43 are visualized. (C) Splitting of band 2 into 2a and 2b.
(D) Myoid (m) and ellipsoid (e) zones. Blue box is deshadowed by normalizing to the median ONL intensity at each transverse position.

Outside the foveola, a stereotyped IS reflectivity
pattern was evident at all eccentricities (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S4), with the inner “m” zone being more
reflective than the outer “e” zone. These findings were

validated by pooling data across 12 eyes by eccentricity
(Figs. 5A, 5B, Supplementary Fig. S4). IS length (Fig.
5C), taken as the distance between the band 1 (ELM)
peak and the band 2 center, agrees quantitatively with

Figure 3. (A) Logarithmic image of temporal perifovea to midperiphery (range shown as a red arrow under composite) in a 28-year-old
man. (B) The ILM is distinct across nearly the entire image. The GCL thins peripherally to less than 10 μm. HFL thins peripherally, transi-
tioning to a hyporeflective peripheral HFL. (C) Bands 2a and 2b persist, while band 3 diminishes peripherally, as predicted by prior studies.44

(D)Myoid (m) and ellipsoid (e) zones persist. Bluebox is deshadowedby normalizing to themedianONL intensity at each transverse position.
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Figure 4. (A) Logarithmic image of nasalmid to far periphery, temporal to the optic nerve head (range shown as a redarrow under compos-
ite) in a 28-year-old man. (B) Note that the ILM is distinct across nearly the entire image. A uniform GCL of less than 10 μm in thickness and a
uniformly thin HFL are apparent. C) Bands 2a and 2b persist. (D) Myoid (m) and ellipsoid (e) zones are barely visible. Blue box is deshadowed
by normalizing to the median ONL intensity at each transverse position.

an accepted scale model of outer retinal morphology
(34 μm in the fovea and 29 μm in the perifovea).17 Note
that the limited ability to segment bands 2a and 2b
individually precluded independent quantification of
rod and cone IS length.

Outer to the “m” zone, the intensity increased
precipitously again at around 75% of the nominal IS
length. This increase was likely related to the designa-
tion of the IS outer edge as the midpoint of band 2,
which has a peak reflectivity of up to several hundred
times that of the rest of the IS. Again, according to
Jonnal et al.,20 the increase in intensity may be related
to the fact that some of the ISs that contribute to
the OCT image are shorter, increasing reflectivity at
an axial location that still falls squarely within the IS
of other photoreceptors that contribute to the OCT
image.

Next, moving to band 2, the cross-correlation
matrix showed that band 2a is associated or corre-
lated with band 3 (Fig. 6), referred to as the cone
outer segment tips (COST) or cone interdigitation zone
(CIZ). On the other hand, band 2b was not associated
with band 2a or band 3, although it was weakly associ-
ated band 4, whose innermost hyperreflective subband
is the rod outer segment tips (ROST) or rod interdigita-

tion zone (RIZ) (Fig. 6). Visually, the intensity of band
2b in high-quality images appeared to track the inten-
sity of theROST/RIZ band, and both increased toward
the near periphery (Fig. 2).

Evidence of bands 2a and 2b was found near
the macular edge (Supplementary Fig. S5), including
an alternative phenotype where band 2b appeared as
an axial plateau or shoulder, extending outer to the
higher band 2a peak, without a clear division between
them (Supplementary Fig. S6). Across subjects, band
2b separated and broadened in the perifovea. These
findings were validated by pooling data across 12 eyes
by eccentricity (Figs. 7A, 7B, Supplementary Fig. S5).
Band 2 width (Fig. 7C), taken as the full width at 15%
of the maximum (inset), supported broadening with
eccentricity, starting in the perifovea.

Discussion

Here, aided by the latest technical advances in visible
light OCT, we imaged five features of note in the
human retina. Although new outer retinal bands were
similarly revealed with the advent of high-speed ultra-
high resolution OCT 15 years ago,37 their origins are
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Table. Summary of Subject Characteristics and Visibility of Inner Retinal Features for the Radial-Raster Scan
Protocol

Subject Characteristics % of Images With Visible Features

Age, y Eye Sex ILM GCL HFL

23 R Female 67 100 83
23 R Male 100 100 100
24 R Female 17 100 100
25 L Female 100 100 17
26 L Male 100 100 33
27 L Male 100 100 100
27 R Male 100 100 50
27 L Female 83 100 100
28 L Female 100 100 0
30 L Male 100 100 100
33 R Female 100 100 100
40 L Male 67 100 67

Figure 5. Eccentricity-wise analysis of IS reflectivity in 12 eyes of 12 subjects. (A) ONL-normalized IS intensity, color coded by eccentric-
ity (inset) with respect to the foveal center (“x”), shows a drop in reflectivity between the “m” zone and the inner “e” zone. (B) Averaged
eccentricity-wise image of the reflectivity between the band 1 peak (ELM, green line) and the band 2 center (gray line). The reflectivity pattern
shows a distinct feature at 0 mm eccentricity, with the drop in reflectivity between “m” and “e” shifting internally, nearly to the ELM, in the
foveola. (C) IS length versus eccentricity. Note that these ISmeasurements exceed those reportedpreviously byNIROCT37 due to the younger
cohort age and different definition of the IS outer boundary in this study.

still being debated today.11 In light of this histori-
cal precedent for controversy, we cannot expect to
provide a definitive origin for all reported bands, partic-
ularly those in the outer retina. Instead, we present
the following discussion as a starting point for future
investigation.

Inner Retinal Findings

First, the ILM, a retinal Müller cell basement
membrane that borders the vitreous, was nearly contin-

uously visualized by visible light OCT outside the
fovea, even in the absence of a specular reflec-
tion. The presence of a clearly resolved extrafoveal
ILM improves upon ultra-high-resolutionNIROCT,37
which occasionally visualizes the extrafoveal ILM. The
absence of a clearly resolved ILM in the fovea may be
explained by ILM thinning from a nominal thickness
of 1.5 μm in themacula to a fraction of amicrometer in
the fovea, as reported previously.45 Better visualization
of the intimate relationship between the ILM and the
retina could facilitate planning of surgical procedures
such as ILM peels.46
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Figure 6. Image showing outer retinal bands (A) and normalized cross-correlation matrix (B) near the macular edge (3 mm eccentricity)
show an association between bands 2a and 3. On the other hand, band 2b is not associated (not positively correlated) with band 2a or band
3. Instead, band 2b shows a weak correlation with band 4.

Figure 7. Eccentricity-wise analysis of band 2 reflectivity in 12 eyes of 12 subjects. Regional profiles were aligned according to the
band 2 inner edge at 0 μm for this analysis. Note that these profiles average over many photoreceptors both within and across subjects.
(A) Peak-normalized band 2 intensity, color coded by eccentricity (inset) with respect to the foveal center (“x”), shows a shoulder, denoted
as 2b, that grows with eccentricity. (B) Averaged eccentricity-wise image of the band 2 reflectivity. Starting in the perifovea, the 2b shoulder
extendsmore prominently outer to the 2a peak. (C) Band 2 full width at 15%of themaximum (inset) versus eccentricity shows corresponding
broadening starting in the perifovea. Note that the fovea was excluded from this analysis to focus on rod-related effects.

Second, the peripheral GCL was clearly visualized
by visible light OCT to more than 10 mm eccentricity,
where it is only a single cell thick.47 GCL analysis is
typically limited to 3 mm eccentricity,1 and imaging of
the GCL at more than 6mm eccentricity was not possi-
ble with the Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Vista,
CA).44 This capability to image the GCL more periph-
erally may enable more accurate assessments of periph-
eral defects in glaucoma.

Third, a hyporeflective peripheral HFL was clearly
visualized as a continuation of the macular HFL.48
HFL contains oblique axons of photoreceptors, whose
cell bodies are displaced laterally from their synapses,

as well as Müller cell processes.49,50 As this displace-
ment decreases with eccentricity, HFL thins. The
peripheral continuation of HFL at 3 mm nasal eccen-
tricity is on the order of 10 μm thick,51 as it should
consist mostly of short and straight rod axons52 and
Müller cell processes.49,50,53 HFL is not observed histo-
logically at 13 mm temporal eccentricity.51 We hypoth-
esize that the peripheral HFL is uniformly less reflec-
tive than even the ONL due to the vertical, or axial,
axon orientation,48,52 while the macular HFL exhibits
variable reflectivity depending on the local orientation
of light relative to the axon.48 Changes in the peripheral
HFL could accompany photoreceptor loss.54
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Overall, while the inner retinal findings are encour-
aging, HFL can be visualized with directional
reflectance, and the ILM can be visualized with a
specular reflection on commercial NIR OCT systems.
Thus, we devote the bulk of our discussion below to
the outer retinal findings.

IS “m”and “e”Zones

We observed a very subtle reflectivity division in
the IS, which we label as myoid (“m”) and inner ellip-
soid (“e”). The putative myoid length, taken as the
distance fromband 1 (ELM) to the downward reflectiv-
ity step, generally agrees with histology, even depicting
mitochondria extending into the myoid in the foveola
(Fig. 1 and Fig. 5B), which has been visualized by
cytochrome C immunostaining (Supplementary Fig.
S7)55 and electron microscopy.56 If mitochondria did
indeed account for band 2 scattering, we would expect
band 2 to broaden and shift interiorly to band 1,
where mitochondria redistribute in the foveola.56 On
the contrary, band 2 is farthest from band 1 in the
foveola37 (Fig. 5C).

According to Jonnal et al.,20 measuring the ellip-
soid length from transversally averaged OCT images
is fraught with complications related to dispersion of
IS length between photoreceptors, often depicted by
ex vivo light microscopy (Supplementary Fig. S8)52
and adaptive optics OCT.20,57 In particular, the inner
edge of band 2 delineates the IS/OS for the shortest
IS in the averaged OCT image, and caution should be
exercised in measuring ellipsoid length from our OCT
images, which are transversally averaged and without
adaptive optics. This argues that our earlier study,37
which placed the outer IS boundary at the inner edge of
band 2, may underestimate IS length. In light of these
concerns, we opted to place the outer boundary of the
ellipsoid, and thus the IS as well, at the center of band
2. This difference, along with a younger cohort, has led
to longer IS length estimations in the present study, in
better agreement with histology.17 With this validation
of our outer IS boundary definition, we conclude that
the “e” zone represents the inner ellipsoid, whereas the
ellipsoids of cells with longer ISs extend into band 2.
Further comment is warranted here to address possible
skepticism. Critically, we found that defining the outer
IS boundary according to our earlier study37 did not
appreciably change the IS reflectivity profiles (data not
shown). So even if one questions our definition of the
outer IS boundary and IS length measurements, the
parallels between the observed IS reflectivity division
and mitochondrial distribution, discussed in the previ-
ous paragraph, remain.

The proposed myoid (“m”) and inner ellipsoid
zone (“e”) labels provide a plausible alternative for
the prevailing designation of band 2 as the ellip-
soid zone (EZ). Nonetheless, numerous questions arise.
For instance, the inner ellipsoid, which is densely
packed with mitochondria,58 is apparently less reflec-
tive than even the myoid, which has fewer mitochon-
dria. How can this be, given that mitochondria are well
accepted as light scatterers?59 We know that packing
effects60 can cause a paradoxical reduction in scatter-
ing with higher scatterer concentration. The simplest
model of packing, or dependent scattering, predicts
that scattering increases up to a 50% volume fraction
and decreases thereafter. Cone ellipsoid mitochondrial
volume fraction is estimated as 74% to 85% in the
macaque,56 which is likely in the regime of dependent
scattering. Backscattering may also be reduced due to
the axially elongated mitochondrial shape.61 Interest-
ingly, our observed nadir in IS reflectivity occurs in
the part of the ellipsoid where mitochondria are most
tightly packed and elongated along the axial direc-
tion.61 Along these lines, a recent study has supported
that the interaction of light with the ellipsoid can
be understood from the aggregate refractive proper-
ties of tightly packed mitochondria.62 Ultimately, it
is important to remember that refractive index fluctu-
ations,63 not particle densities per se, cause light
scattering.

Peripheral Band 2 Division

We observed a peripheral division of band 2
into two hyperreflective bands (2a and 2b). Here we
consider three alternative hypotheses for the outermost
one, band 2b: (1) the S cone IS/OS, (2) the COST/CIZ,
and (3) the rod IS/OS or rod EZ.

First, band 2b may correspond to the short-
wavelength cone (S cone) IS/OS (hypothesis 1). In
support of this hypothesis, a 6- to 10-μm outward
displacement of the hyperreflective S cone IS/OS
junction from the M and L cone IS/OS junction
is routinely observed on adaptive optics OCT.6,64,65
However, S cones cannot plausibly account for the
prominent split we observed in band 2 in the periph-
eral retina, where S cone density is significantly dimin-
ished in adults.66 Thus, we are forced to reject the
S cone IS/OS hypothesis in the peripheral retina
(although we acknowledge that an occasional band 2
split in the parafovea, seen in visible light OCT images
published elsewhere,35 may be related to the S cone
IS/OS).

Second, band 2b may correspond to the COST
or CIZ (hypothesis 2). In support of this hypothe-
sis, the cone outer segments are indeed shorter in the
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periphery.67 However, the split between centers of our
bands 2a and 2b is at most around 7.5 μm; histol-
ogy67 does not support such short cone outer segments.
Moreover, if band 2b were the COST/CIZ, the lack
of correlation between bands 2b and 2a (cone IS/OS
or EZ), seen in Figure 6, would violate the established
principle that the proximal and distal reflections from
the same photoreceptor outer segments should corre-
late.42 Finally, band 2b and band 3 are observed to
coexist together over a certain eccentricity range.We do
not find any support in the literature that COST/CIZ
stratifies into two distinct layers anywhere in the retina.
Thus, we are forced to reject the COST/CIZ hypothesis.

Third, band 2b may correspond to the rod IS/OS
or EZ (hypothesis 3). In support of this hypothe-
sis, we know that the rod IS/OS generates reflectivity,
as clearly demonstrated in the rod-dominated mouse
retina.68 In further support, band 2b does not corre-
late with band 2a or the more distal band 3, suggest-
ing a noncone origin (Fig. 6). On the other hand, there
is only a weak correlation between band 2b and the
distal ROST/RIZ band. This seemingly argues against
hypothesis 3; however, we believe that the high corre-
lation between cone bands (2a and 3) in Figure 6 is
driven by waveguiding and the ability to illuminate a
single cone at a time. We may not expect as strong
a speckle-level correlation between rod bands due to
the large number of rods illuminated at once by our
∼6-μm diameter visible light OCT beam. Despite the
weak speckle-level correlation, we do observe that both
band 2b and the rod OST or rod IZ band increase in
intensity to around 4 to 4.5 mm eccentricity (Fig. 2),
coinciding with the ring of maximal rod density.41,69

Hypothesis 3 is also supported by in vivo imaging
and ex vivo histologic studies. Adaptive optics OCT
human studies have either explicitly attempted to local-
ize the rod IS/OS70 or shown that rod IS are longer than
those of cones,71 suggesting the presence of a distinct
rod IS/OS band. The peripheral emergence of band 2b,
coinciding with the steep increase in rod density,41 was
supported by our pooled analysis across subjects (Fig.
7). A previous adaptive optics study noted a reflectivity
“shoulder” distal to the cone IS/OS.70 This reflectivity
shoulder may be caused by a band 2b that is not fully
resolved. As pointed out previously,72 histologic micro-
graphs show that the rod IS are longer than those of
the cones in the peripheral primate retina.52,73–75 This
difference is quantified in Supplementary Figure S8 in
a 54-year-old human donor eye, providing anatomic
support for this hypothesis. Given all the evidence, as
reflected in our modified anatomic model (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S9), of the three explanations for band 2b,
we find the rod IS/OS or EZ hypothesis to be the
most compelling. The peripheral histologic separation

between rod and cone IS lengths (Supplementary Fig.
S8) suggests that band 2b is the rod IS/OS, rather than
the rod EZ, which is intrinsically thicker and would not
present as clearly separate axially from the cone EZ.

Study Strengths and Limitations

A strength of this study is the high-definition
images, providing true micrometer-scale axial resolu-
tion that clearly visualizes details such as the band
2 division, and the “m” and “e” zones. A weakness
of this study is the lack of cellular resolution in the
transverse direction. Thus, we are able to distinguish
rod and cone contributions only by axially displaced
substructures and variations with eccentricity but not
by resolving cells. For instance, dispersion of myoid
lengths among photoreceptors52 in the averaged image
may create the observed gradual myoid–inner ellipsoid
reflectivity transition, as opposed to a clearly demar-
cated one. This feature warrants further investigation.
Distribution of myoid organelles and optical properties
also warrants further investigation. Another weakness
of this study is that ONL normalization and rescal-
ing of the abscissa were employed when comparing IS
reflectivity across subjects at a given eccentricity. Yet
the features in question were observed in individual
images evenwithout the application of such procedures
(e.g., Supplementary Fig. S2B). Another weakness of
this study is that, for obvious ethical reasons, corre-
sponding histology could not be obtained in the eyes
that were imaged in vivo. Yet, with recent history
as a guide, we may envision pathways to validate
new bands. For instance, while the ROST band was
initially inferred without transverse cellular resolu-
tion,37 adaptive optics OCT with transverse cellular
resolution eventually confirmed that the ROST band
displays the rod mosaic.76,77 A similar study of the
reported band 2b remains for future work. Another
limitation of the study and visible light OCT in general
is the stimulation of the retina by the visible imaging
beam, which may change band structure.78 Finally,
our quality control measures required us to discard
some data. We believe that averaging more images
with pupil dilation could improve the SNR in the
future.

Conclusions

This study provides two new findings of relevance
to the interpretation of clinical NIR OCT. First, the
reflectivity pattern within the IS convincingly replicates
the topography of the myoid–ellipsoid boundary. This
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suggests that the ellipsoid must begin inner to band
2, although the ellipsoids of longer cones and rods
may well extend into bands 2a and 2b, respectively.
This result motivates future studies in mitochondrial
retinopathies.79 Second, we show that band 2 is not a
monolithic band in the periphery. Our suggestion of
a rod-associated band 2b and cone-associated band
2a, which are not resolved by commercial NIR OCT
instruments, would nicely explain findings that both
rods and cones contribute to clinical band 2.80–82 This
result motivates future studies in retinitis pigmentosa,
aging, and age-related macular degeneration where
rods are selectively vulnerable.83 However, whether
band 2b corresponds to the rod IS/OS or a different
anatomic feature altogether is not known. We antici-
pate that further studies in a wider range of subjects
and improvements in visible light OCT image quality
will bring more clarity to these issues.
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